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123. Relations between Harmonic Dimensions

By Zenjiro KURAMOCHI
Mathematical Institute, Osaka University

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., July 12, 1954)

M. 0zawa proposed the following problem: Let F be a null-
bouadary Riemann surface with one ideal component and D be a non
compact domain which has a finite number of analytic curves as its

**relative boundary. Denote by dim D the number of linearly inde-
pendent generalized Green’s functions. (See the definition given below.)
Let F0 be a compact disc which has no common point with D. Then
we have the relation:

**
dim D dim (F-F0) ?

It is the purpose of this article to give a solution to the problem.
Let F be an abstract Riemann surface, {F.} an exhaustion of

F and D a noa compact domain of F, whose relative boundary D
consists of at most enumerable number of analytic curves clusteri
nowhere in F. Let {p} be a sequence of points in D, such that
{p} converges to the boundary of F, and let G(z, p) be the Green’s
function of D with pole at p. Take a subsequence of {G(z, p)} which
converges uniformly to a non-constant function G(z, {p}) which we
call generalized Green’s function. Denote by F0 a compact disc
which has no common point with D and let G_.o(Z, Po) be the Green’s
function of F-F0, where P0 is an ianer point of D. In this case, it

is clear that >lim G,_(p, po)lim G(p, po)>O. >lim G_o(p, z)

=G._(z, {p})G(z, {p}) for every point z, whence G(z, {p}) is finite
in DF (n-1,2,3,...). Put D([g})-[z;G(z,{p})N}. We

A
denote by D’(po) the symmetric surface of D’(po)(--[z; G(z, p0)N}
with respect to D(po). Then D(po)+D(po) is a null-boundary)

Riemann surface.
Lemma.

Va(z, {p,l)ds_8({p}
Proof. Denote by {D} the exhaustion of D. Since G(z, p) is

bounded outside a neighbourhood v of p, we have D (G(z, p))<
(pl)--v
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